Abstract. The finite-lattice method of series expansions has been combined with a new extrapolation procedure to extend the low-temperature series for the specific heat, spontaneous magnetisation and susceptibility of the spin-1 Ising model on the square lattice. The extended series were derived by directly calculating the series to order 99 (in the variable u = exp[−J/k B T ]) and using the new extrapolation procedure to calculate an additional 13-14 terms.
Introduction
In a recent paper [1] we reported on the calculation and analysis of low-temperature series for the square lattice spin-1 Ising model. The series was derived to 79th order (in the variable u = exp[−J/k B T ]) using the finite-lattice method [2] and employed a new algorithm which removed much of the memory-size restrictions of previous implementations. In this paper we report on a further extension of these series to order 113 for the specific heat and spontaneous magnetisation and order 112 for the susceptibility. The extension is obtained by direct calculation of the series to order 99 and use of a new extrapolation procedure to extend the series by an additional 13 or 14 terms. The improvement in the direct series derivation is due to a more efficient implementation of the algorithm and the use of parallel computation. The extrapolation procedure is similar to and inspired by work on directed percolation [3] .
The series expansion technique
The Hamiltonian defining the spin-1 Ising model in a magnetic field h can be written:
where the spin variable σ i = 0, ±1. The first sum is over nearest neighbour pairs and the second sum is over sites. The constants are chosen so the ground state (σ i = +1 ∀ i) has zero energy. The low temperature expansion is based on perturbations from the fully aligned ground state. The expansion is expressed in terms of the temperature variable u = exp(−βJ) and the field variable µ = exp(−βh), where β = 1/k B T . The expansion of the partition function in powers of u may be expressed as
where Ψ n (µ) are polynomials in µ. It is more convenient to express the field dependence in terms of the variable x = 1 − µ and truncate the expansion at x 2 Z = Z 0 (u) + xZ 1 (u) + x 2 Z 2 (u) + . . . ,
where Z n (u) is a series in u formed by collecting all terms in the expansion of Z containing factors of x n . Standard definitions yield the spontaneous magnetisation
since x = 0 in zero field. For the zero-field susceptibility we find
The specific heat series is derived from the zero field partition function (via the internal energy U = −(∂/∂β) ln Z 0 ),
So in order to obtain the series expansion of the specific heat, spontaneous magnetisation and susceptibility it suffices to calculate the three quantities Z 0 , Z 1 and Z 2 .
On the square lattice the infinite lattice partition function Z can be approximated by a product of partition functions Z mn on finite (m×n) lattices,
with m ≤ n and m + n ≤ r,
where r is a cut-off which limits the size of the rectangles considered. The weights a mn are small integers and are known explicitly [4] for the square lattice,
Due to the symmetry of the square lattice one obviously has that Z mn = Z nm so one need only consider the case m ≤ n and change the weights a mn appropriately, i.e., multiply by 2 if m < n. For the low-temperature expansion of the Ising model Z mn is calculated as the sum over all spin configurations on the finite lattice. All spins outside the m×n range are fixed at +1. The number of terms derived correctly with the finite lattice method is given by the power of the lowest-order connected graph not contained in any of the rectangles considered, which in this case are chains of sites all in the '0' state. From the Ising Hamiltonian we see that such chains give rise to terms of order 3r + 1. For a given value of r the series expansion is thus correct to order 3r.
The efficient way of calculating Z mn is by transfer matrix techniques. We refer to [1] for a detailed description of the algorithm. For this work we used a more efficient implementation of the algorithm and a parallel computer and were able to derive the series directly up to a maximal cut-off r m = 33.
Extrapolation of series
The series can be extended significantly via an extrapolation method similar to that of [3] . Consider the series for Z n (u). For each r ≤ r m we use the finite-lattice method to calculate the polynomials Z n,r (u) = j=0 z n,j,r u j correct to O(u 3r+20 ). As already noted these polynomials agree with the series for Z n to O(u 3r ). Next, we look at the sequences d n,r,s obtained from the difference between successive polynomials
The first of these correction terms d n,0,r is often a simple sequence which one can readily identify. In the case of Z 0 we find the sequence 
The formula for d 0,0,r holds for all the r m −1 values that we calculated and we are very confident that it is correct for all values of r. As was the case in [3] the higher-order correction terms d n,s,r can be expressed as rational functions of d n,0,r . Due to the form of the first correction term this leads to the general extrapolation formulae
The factors in front of the sums have been chosen so as to make the leading coefficients particularly simple. We were able to find formulae for all correction terms up to s = 13 for Z 0 and Z 1 and up to s = 12 for Z 2 . The coefficients in the extrapolation formulae are listed in tables 1-3. It is clear from equation (11) that the r m − s − 2 terms available from the various sequences for the correction terms are not sufficient to determine all the 2(s + n + 2) + 1 unknown coefficients in the extrapolation formulae for large s. However, from tables 1-3 we immediately see that the leading coeffients, a n,s,s+n+3 and b n,s,s+n , in the extrapolation formulae are alternating in sign but otherwise constant, e.g., a n,s,s+n+3 = (−1) s+n 2 and b n,s,s+n = −(−1) s+n 4. In general we have found that the leading coeffients are expressible as polynomials in s, a n,s,s+n+3−k = (−1)
and
where l = max(k − 3, 0). The coefficients of these polynomials are listed in table 4 and  table 5 . This time we note that the 2 or 3 leading coefficients are independent of n. And indeed we find that β n,k,2k−j /3 k is a polynomial in k of order 2j + 1. In particular we have,
So when calculating the extrapolation formulae (11) we first used the sequences for the correction terms to predict as many polynomials as possible. When we ran out of terms we then predicted as many of the leading coefficients from (12) and (13) as possible. This in turn allowed us to find more extrapolation formulae, which we could use (together with the formulae for β n,k,2k−j ) to find more of the formulas for the leading The estimates u c = 0.5540663(5) for the physical singularity and β = 0.12507(2) for the critical exponent of the spontaneous magnetisation were obtained from homogeneous differential approximants (which are equivalent to Dlog Padé approximants) by averaging over [N, M] approximants with |N − M| ≤ 1 using at least 100 series terms. The figure in parenthesis represents the spread among the approximants (basically one standard deviation) and should not be viewed as a measure of the true error as they cannot include possible systematic sources of error. From these estimates it is clear that β = 1/8 as expected. However, the estimates converge very slowly towards this value and even with a series as long as the present 114 terms the estimates have not yet settled down to their true value and there is a slight downwards drift in the estimates for both u c and β. Analysis of the susceptibility and specific heat series yield exponent estimates fully in agreement with the expectations that γ ′ = 7/4 and α ′ = 0. By using our knowledge of the exact values of the critical exponents and assuming that close to u c the estimates for the exponents depend linearly on the estimates for the critical point (inspection of the various approximants clearly supports this assumption) we are led to the improved estimate for the critical point u c = 0.5540653 (5) .
We calculated the critical amplitudes using two different methods, both of which are very simple and easy to implement. In the first method, we note that if
So we simply form the series for g(u) = (u c − u)f 1/λ and evaluate Padé approximants to this series at u c . The result is just A 1/λ u c . This procedure works well for the magnetisation and susceptibility series (it obviously cannot be used to analyse the specific heat series) and yields the estimates A M = 1.20840(5) and A χ = 0.06172(4) where the error bar primarily reflects the uncertainty due to the estimate of u c . For the specific heat series two different approaches have been used. In the first approach we look at the derivative of the specific heat series for which the above method should work with λ = 1. This yields the estimate A C = 22.3 (1) . In the second approach we start from f (u) ∼ A ln(1 − u/u c ) and form the series g(u) = exp(−f (u)) which has a singularity at u c with exponent A. One virtue of this approach is that no prior estimate of u c is needed. However, the spread among estimates from different approximants is quite substantial, though the amplitude estimate is consistent with that listed above. Biasing the estimates at u c yields A C = 22.3(3). In the second method, proposed by Liu and Fisher [6] , one starts from f (u) ∼ A(u)(1 − u/u c ) −λ + B(u) and then forms the auxiliary function
Thus the required amplitude is now the background term in g(u), which can be obtained from inhomogeneous differential approximants [5] . This method can also be used to study the specific heat series. One now starts from f (u) ∼ A(u) ln(1−u/u c )+B(u) and then looks at the auxiliary function g(u) = f (u)/ ln(1 − u/u c ). As before the amplitude can be obtained as the background term in g(u). This analysis yields the amplitude estimates listed in table 7. With the exception of the specific heat amplitude there is excellent agreement between these estimates and those obtained from the first method. Regarding the value of the confluent exponent ∆ 1 we have little to add to our previous results. Even with a series as long as 114 terms we could not obtain accurate estimates for ∆ 1 . Again the Baker-Hunter [7] transformed series of the magnetisation favours a value around 1.05 while estimates from the suceptibility series again fall in two groups around 1.15 and 1.4, respectively. Using the transformation of Adler et al [8] G(u) = λF (u) + (u c − u)dF (u)/du, where F (u) is the original series and λ the leading critical exponent, yields estimates consistent with ∆ 1 = 1 for both the magnetisation and susceptibility.
We find a non-physical singularity closer to the origin than u c at u ± = −0.3019395(5) ± 0.3787735(5) with exponents β = −0.1690(2), γ ′ = 1.1692(2) and α ′ = 1.1693(3), and a singularity on the negative u-axis at u − = −0.598550(5) with exponents equal to those at the physical critical point. Note that our estimate for β at u ± has changed substantially from that given in our previous paper. This is mainly because we have put greater emphasis on estimates obtained from inhomogeneous first and second-order differential approximants. We note that we now have firm evidence to show that the scaling law α ′ + 2β + γ ′ = 2 holds at both the physical as well as the non-physical singularities.
E-mail or www retrieval of series
The series for the spin-1 Ising model can be obtained via e-mail by sending a request to iwan@maths.mu.oz.au or via the world wide web on http://www.maths.mu.oz.au/∼iwan/ by following the instructions.
